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Giorgio Levi and Maurizio Martelli, eds., LOGIC PROGRAMMING: Proceedings 
of the Sixth International Conference (MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1989) 692 pages 
Abstract Interpretation and Implementation Issues. On the efficiency of optimising shallow backtracking 
in compiled Prolog (M. Carlsson). A simple code improvement scheme for Prolog (S.K. Debray). The 
impact of abstract interpretation: An experiment in code generation (A. Marien, G. Janssens, A. Mulkers 
and M. Bruynooghe). Removal of dereferencing and trailing in Prolog compilation (A. Taylor). AND- 
Parallel Execution Models. Non-deterministic stream AND-parallelism based on intelligent backtracking 
(C. Codognet and P. Codognet). Complete and efficient methods for supporting side-effects in inde- 
pendent/restricted AND-parallelism (K. Muthukumar and M. Hermenegildo). Applications. Test genera- 
tion using the constraint logic programming language CHIP (H. Simonis). Solving simple substitution 
ciphers in Andorra-I (R. Yang). Constraints. A relevant scheme for Prolog extensions: CLP (conceptual 
theory) (H. Beringer and F. Percher). Constraint hierarchies and logic programming (A. Borning, 
M. Maher, A. Martindale and M. Wilson). Parallel constraint satisfaction in logic programming: Pre- 
liminary results of chip within PEPSys (P. Van Hentenryck). CLP(z*): Constraint logic programming 
with regular sets (C. Walinsky). Extensions and Variations ofLogic Programming. Narrowing grammars 
(H.L. Chau and D. Stott Parker). A metalogic programming language (S. Costantini and G.A. Lanzarone). 
Abduction compared with negation by failure (K. Eshghi and R.A. Kowalski). Extending the semantics 
of logic programs to disjunctive logig programs (J. Lobo, J. Minker and A. Rajasekar). Lexical scoping 
as universal quantification (D. Miller). Contextual logic programming (L. Monteiro and A. Porto). Ex- 
tensions of Warren Abstract Machine. The design of an abstract machine for efficient implementation 
of contexts in logic programming (E. Lamma, P. Mello and A. Natali). An extension of WAM for K- 
LEAF: A WAM-based compilation of conditional narrowing (P.G. Bosco, C. Cecchi and C. Moiso). 
Miscellaneous Theory. Projections instead of variables: A category theoretic interpretation of logic 
programs (A. Asperti and S. Martini). On the safe termination of PROLOG programs (K.R. Apt, 
R.N. Bol and J.W. Klop). Average time analyses related to logic programming (N. Dershowitz and 
N. Lindenstrauss). Polymorphic high-order programming in Prolog (M. Hanus). Contributions to the 
view update problem (F. Rossi and S.A. Naqvi). Parallel Implementations. Scheduling or-parallelism in 
Aurora: The Manchester scheduler (A. Calderwood and P. Szeredi). Distributed implementation of KLl 
on the multi-PSI/V2 (K. Nakajima, Y. Inamura, K. Rokusawa, N. Ichiyoshi and T. Chikayama). A 
performance comparison of AND- and OR-parallel logic programming architectures (E. Tick). ParaNel 
Languages. Pandora: Non-deterministic parallel logic programming (R. Bahgat and S. Gregory). Pro- 
gramming in delta Prolog (J.C. Cunha, M.C. Ferreira and L. Moniz Pereira). Programming Environ- 
ments. Towards distributed tools for heterogeneous logic programming environments (J.A.S. Alegria, 
A.M. Dias and L. Caires). The NU-Prolog debugging environment (L. Naish, P.W. Dart and J. Zobel). 
Programm Transformations. Decidability results and characterization of strategies for the development 
of logic programs (A. Pettorossi and M. Proietti). Unfold/fold transformation of stratified programs 
(H. Seki). Semantic Issues. Continuity, consistency, and completeness properties for logic programs 
(L. Cavedon). A deduction procedure for first order programs (D. Lugiez). The relationship between 
logic program semantics and non-monotonic reasoning (W. Marek and V.S. Subrahmanian). Semantics 
of Concurrency. Semantic models for a version of PARLOG (F.S. de Boer, J.N. Kok, C. Palamidessi 
and J.J.M.M. Rutten). Model theoretic, fixpoint and operational semantics for a distributed logic 
language (A. Brogi and R. Gorrieri). Invited Talks. Non-monotonic formalisms and logic programming 
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(T.C. Przymusinski). A logical database query language with object identity and strong typing (Paris 
Kanellakis and Serge Abiteboul). 
A.C. Bajpai, L.R. Mustoe and D. Walker, Engineering Mathematics (Wiley, 
Chichester, UK, 2nd ed., 1989) 714 pages 
Chapter 0: Open Letters. Chapter 1: Why mathematics? Mathematical models. Solutions to mathematical 
models. Algorithms and flow charts. 2 + 2 = 3.99: Accuracy and error. Build-up of knowledge. Summary. 
Chapter 2: Functions and Sets. Number systems and inequalities. Relations and functions. Standard 
functions. The hyperbolic functions. Tabulation of functions. Chapter 3: Elementary Ideas on Limits. 
Introduction. Sequences and limits. Functions of a discrete variable - induction. Limits of functions and 
continuity. Rates of change and differentiation. Elementary integration. Chapter 4: Introduction to 
Statistical Methods. The role of statistics. Graphical representation of data. Frequency distributions. 
Measues of central tendency. Measures of variability. Random samples. Chapter 5: Sets and Probability. 
Sets and Venn diagrams. Probability and chance. Compound events. Conditional probability. Chapter 6: 
Discrete Mathematics. Propositions and propositional logic. Arguments and proof, logical implication. 
Predicates and predicate logic. Boolean algebra. Minimisation of Boolean expressions. Chapter 7: 
Geometry and Curves. Coordinate geometry of the plane. Inequalities involving two variables. Tangents 
and normals. Simple ideas on curve sketching. Polar coordinates. Parametric representation of a curve. 
An introduction to solid geometry. Chapter 8: Linear Algebra I - Vectors. Elementary vector algebra. 
Vectors in Cartesian coordinates. Scalar product. Vector product. Products of three vectors. Chapter 9: 
Linear Algebra II - Linear Equations. Introduction. Gauss elimination. Refinement of the solution. 
Gauss-Jordan method. Iterative methods. Chapter 10: Linear Algebra III - Matrices. Matrix algebra. 
Matrix notation for simultaneous equations. Determinants. Inverse of a matrix. Formal evaluation of 
the inverse of a matrix. Geometrical transformations. Chapter 11: Complex Numbers. The idea of a com- 
plex number. Complex arithmetic. De Moivre’s theorem and complex roots. Regions in the complex 
plane. Applications - linear AC circuits. Chapter 12: Differentiation. Techniques of differentiation. 
Maximum and minimum values of a function. Higher derivatives. Curvature. Chapter 13: Non-Linear 
Equations. Location of roots. Interval reduction methods. Fixed-point iteration. Newton-Raphson and 
secant methods. Polynomial equations. Chapter 14: Partial Differentiation. Functions of two variables 
- surfaces. Techniques of partial differentiation. Stationary points on the surface representing f(x,~). 
Small increments and differentials. Chapter 15: Approximation of Experimental Data. Least squares 
straight line fitting. Fitting other curves. Finite differences and interpolation. Other interpolation for- 
mulae. Numerical differentiation. Chapter 16: Approximation of Functions. The mean value theorem. 
Polynomial approximations. Infinite series. Representation of a function by a power series: Maclaurin’s 
series. The Taylor series. Applications of Taylor’s series. Chapter 17: Techniques of Integration. 
Newton-Cotes formulae. Errors in the Newton-Cotes formulae. Composite rules. Analytical methods 
of integration. Chapter 18: Applications of Definite fnfegration. Plane areas and volumes of revolution. 
Length of arc of a plane curve. Area of surface of revolution. Centroids. Moments of inertia. Further 
applications. Chapter 19: Discrete Probability Models. Probability distributions. Mathematical expecta- 
tion. The binomial distribution. The Poisson distribution. Chapter 20: The Normal Distribution and 
Significance Tests. Continuous probability distributions. The normal distribution. Normal approxima- 
tion to binomial distribution. Sampling distributions and statistical inference. Estimation from a sample. 
Testing statistical hypotheses about the population mean. Other tests of significance. Chapter 21: Or- 
dinary Differential Equations - General Ideas. Case study - Newton’s law of cooling. Classification and 
general features. Graphical solutions - isoclines. Introduction to numerical methods of solution. Chap- 
ter 22: First Order Differential Equations. Variables separable. Integrating factor method. Rocket re- 
entry: A case study. General form of Euler’s method. Taylor series method. Runge-Kutta methods. 
Comparison of methods. Chapter 23: Second and Higher Order Differential Equations. Case study. Free 
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oscillations: Analytical approach. Forced vibrations: Complementary function and particular integral. 
Particular integral: Trial solutions. Numerical solutions of initial value problems. Boundary value prob- 
lems. Chapter 24: Luplace Transforms. The Laplace transform. Further transforms. Solution of or- 
dinary differential equations. Comparison of methods of solution. Simultaneous ordinary differential 
equations. Further forcing terms. Chapter 25: Epilogue. 
B. Cornet and H. Tulkens, eds., CONTRIBUTIONS TO OPERATIONS 
RESEARCH AND ECONOMICS: The Twentieth Anniversary of CORE (MIT 
Press, Cambridge, MA, 1989) 550 pages 
PART I: GAME THEORY AND MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS. Introduction to Part I. Chapter 1: CORE as a 
Macrocosm of Game-Theoretic Research, 1967-1987 (Robert J. Aumann). Comments: What is Bob 
Aumann trying to accomplish? (Claude d’Aspremont). Comments (Jean-Franqois Mertens). Chapter 2: 
Information, Incentives, and General Equilibrium (Paul Champsaur). Comments (Robin Boadway). 
Comments (Peter J. Hammond). Chapter 3: CORE and Equilibria of a Large Economy (Werner Hilden- 
brand). Chapter 4: Existence of Equilibria in Economies with Increasing Returns (Bernard Cornet). 
Chapter 5: First-Best Allocation of Resources with Nonconvexities in Production (Roger Guesnerie). 
Chapter 6: Equilibrium without Market Clearing (John Roberts). PART II: OPERATIONS RESEARCH. In- 
troduction to Part II. Chapter 7: Twenty Years of Mathematical Programming (Thomas L. Magnanti). 
Comments (Etienne Loute). Comments: Mathematical programming in the next twenty years (Alexander 
H.G. Rinnooy Kan). Chapter 8: On the Relationship between the Search Directions in the Affine and 
Projective Variants of Karmarkar’s Linear Programming Algorithm (John E. Mitchell and Michael 
J. Todd). Chapter 9: Two-Terminal Steiner Tree Polyhedra (Michael 0. Ball, Wei-Guo Liu and William 
R. Pulleyblank). Chapter 10: Solving Arborescent Linear Programs with Nested Decomposition (Olivier 
Janssens de Bisthoven and Etienne Loute). PART III: ECONOMETRICS. Introduction to Part III. Chapter 11: 
Twenty Years Affer: Econometrics, 1966-1986 (Adrian Pagan). Comments (Michel Mouchart). Com- 
ments (Jean Waelbroeck). Chapter 12: Recent Developments in the Theory of Encompassing (David 
F. Hendry and Jean-Franqois Richard). Chapter 13: Toward a Levels Version of the Rotterdam and 
Related Demand Systems (Anton P. Barten). Chapter 14: Bayesian Specification Tests (Jean-Pierre 
Florens and Michel Mouchart). Chapter 15: Estimating Average Excess Supply on Goods and Labor 
Markets from a Cross Section of Business Survey Reports (Peter Kooiman). Chapter 16: The Structure 
of Dynamic Macroeconometric Models (Pierre Malgrange). 
P. Berlioux and P. Bizard, Algorithms 2 (Wiley, Chichester, UK, 1990) 162 pages 
Notation and Program Language. Chapter 1: Programs, Proofs of Programs and Data Structures. Pro- 
grams. The function computed by a program. The complexity of a program. Assertions concerning the 
variables of a program. Correctness of a program. Hoare’s logic. An equivalence property for correct- 
ness. Equivalent programs. Approximation of one program by another. Extension to non-deterministic 
operations. Data structures. Chapter 2: Sequences. Introduction. The stack. The queue. Other sequential 
data structures. Chapter 3: Sets. Introduction. Dictionaries. Dictionaries with initialisation and search 
operations. Dictionaries with the insertion operation. Data structures with the operation of choice. 
Chapter 4: Priority Queues. Definition. Programming a priority queue. Chapter 5: Searching a Graph: 
Introduction. Definitions of graphs. Graphs: the data structure. Graph-searching problems. Chapter 6: 
Finding a Path Through a Graph. The general graph-searching procedure: path. ‘Depth-first’ search. 
‘Breadth-first’ search. Conclusions for the algorithms studied so far. Heuristic search. Chapter 7: Find- 
ing a Minimum-weighf Path Through a Graph. Introduction. Search by ‘least-weight-first’. Dijkstra’s 
algorithm. Heuristic search for a minimum-weight path. 
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D.A. McAllester, A Knowledge Representation System for Mathematics (MIT 
Press, Cambridge, MA, 1989) 158 pages 
PART I: AN OVERVIEW OF ONTIC. Chapter 1: Ontic in Brief. The nature of natural arguments. Ontic as 
a formal language (Types. Terms. Formulas. Definitions. Summary). Examples of verification. The in- 
ference mechanisms (Quantifier-free inference. Focused binding. Automatic universal generalization. 
The size of the graph structure). Chapter 2: Comparison with Other Work. Previous ontic-like mecha- 
nisms (Constraint propagation. Congruence closure. Focused binding as inheritance. Automatic univer- 
sal generalization). Unification versus focused binding (Unification relative to equational theories. 
Unification relative to taxonomic theories. Higher-order unification). Inference mechanisms unlike 
ontic’s (Automath. The Davis-Putnam procedure. Resolution and its variants. Rewriting mechanisms. 
Natural deduction systems). Issues in automated reasoning (Expressive power. Declarative representa- 
tions. Forward chaining). Chapter 3: Ontic as a Cognitive Model. Superhuman performance (A very fast 
parallel architecture. Substitution constraints. Superhuman performance re-examined). Subhuman per- 
formance (Weaknesses in the lemma library. Mathematical induction). PART II: TECHNICAL DETAILS. 
Chapter 4: The Ontic Language. The syntax of ontic (Terms. Formulas. Functions. Types. Type- 
generators. The syntactic classification of expressions. An external language). Well-formedness and sub- 
stitution (Free variables and subvariables. Well-formedness. Substitution). Congruence combinators. 
Chapter 5: Rules of Inference. Quantifier-free rules. First-order rules. Set-theoretic rules. The initial lem- 
ma library. High-level proofs. Chapter 6: The Impiementafion. Label propagation. Semantic modula- 
tion. Network generation. Chapter 7: Conclusions. Interactive knowledge bases. Software verification. 
A summary of ontic. 
